1 Introduction: highlights of HERA 1.1 The hard behaviour of the proton structure function F 2 at high energy With 27.5 GeV electrons or positrons colliding with 820 or 920 GeV protons through the exchange of highly virtual photons, HERA has been since 1992 an ideal machine for studying the proton structure at very high γ * p centre of mass energy W (with W 2 = y · s, √ s being the ep centre of mass energy and 0 < y < 1) or very low x (x ≃ Q 2 /W 2 , Q 2 being the negative square of the virtual photon four-momentum).
A major discovery at HERA has been the fast rise with energy of the γ * p cross section or, equivalently, of the F 2 structure function, in the deep inelastic scattering (DIS) domain. This rise is larger for increasing Q 2 : when the cross section at low x is parameterised as σ(γ * p) ∝ x −λ , with λ depending on Q 2 , λ ∼ > 0.3 for Q 2 ∼ > 100 GeV 2 1 (hard behaviour), whereas λ ≃ 0.08 − 0.10 in hadron−hadron interactions 2 (sof t behaviour).
A large diffractive component in DIS
Another major feature at HERA is the presence in the DIS domain of a large diffractive contribution, of about 8 % of the total cross section. At high energy, diffractive and elastic scattering are governed by the exchange of the pomeron, an object carrying the vacuum quantum numbers. Pomeron exchange also governs the high energy behaviour of total hadron cross sections, which are intimately related to elastic scattering through the optical theorem. The pomeron is thus an object of fundamental importance for particle physics, and it is a major challenge for QCD to provide a detailed description of diffractive scattering in terms of quark and gluon exchange.
At HERA, by changing the intermediate photon virtuality Q 2 , it is possible to vary the resolution with which the pomeron structure is probed in diffractive interactions, and to study its partonic content. HERA has thus also become a wonderful tool for studying the QCD structure of diffraction, both providing a very rich amount of experimental results and triggering intense theoretical developments.
Inclusive diffraction

Kinematics
The characteristic feature of diffraction (see Fig. 1 ) is that the final state hadronic system is divided into two subsystems, X and Y , separated by a large gap in rapidity devoid of hadronic energy. The presence of the gap, due to the exchange of a colourless object, is attributed at high energy to pomeron exchange. In QCD, the simplest model for the pomeron is a pair of gluons. When the proton remains intact (Y = p, "elastic" scattering), the diffractive process is defined, up to an azimuthal angle, by four kinematical variables: Q 2 , x I P , β and t, where t is the squared four-momentum transfer to the proton, and x I P and β are defined as
with x L the fraction of the incident proton energy carried by the scattered proton; x I P is the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the exchange and β is the fraction of the exchange momentum carried by the quark struck by the photon. Kinematics imply that a gap in rapidity is created between the system X and the scattered proton when x I P ≪ 1, i.e. M X ≪ W and x L ≃ 1. Experimentally, diffractive events are thus selected by the direct observation of a large rapidity gap in the detector 3 or, equivalently, by using the M X distribution 4,5 and exploiting the fact that diffractive interactions are characterised by a non-exponentially suppressed rapidity gap. In both cases, a remaining background of events with proton dissociation has to be statistically subtracted, since low mass Y systems give no signal in the detectors and can not be separated from elastic proton scattering. Diffractive events can also be selected using proton spectrometers which tag the scattered proton 6 . This provides a clean measurement of elastic diffraction without proton dissociation background, and allows a measurement of the t distribution, but the acceptance is low, especially for low x I P , and the statistics accumulated so far are poor.
Diffractive structure functions
In analogy with non-diffractive DIS, the inclusive diffractive cross section is expressed in the form of a three-fold structure function (four-fold when t is measured):
where R D is the ratio of the longitudinal and transverse diffractive cross sections, which has not been measured so far. In the case of "Regge f actorisation"
can be factorised in the form
where Φ(x I P ) can be interpreted as an effective flux. At high energy (x I P < 0.01), pomeron exchange dominates whereas for lower energy (higher x I P ), reggeon (ρ, ω, f mesons) exchange provides an additional significant contribution.
For fixed x I P , F D 2 (Q 2 , β) describes the universal partonic structure of the exchange (DIS f actorisation) 8 , β playing the role of x for hadron structure. as a function of x I P for several bins in Q 2 and β. It was fitted as the sum of a pomeron and a reggeon contribution, with possible interference a , the fluxes being parameterised in a Regge inspired form:
An exponential t dependence, consistent with the data 9 , is assumed. In agreement with expectations, α I R (0) is found to be 0.50 ± 0.18, making a significant contribution typically for x I P ∼ > 0.01. With the present statistics, the fit is not sensitive to the presence of a possible interference term.
a Only the f meson is expected to interfere with the pomeron. 
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as a function of x I P for various Q 2 and β values 3 . The curves show the results of the Regge fit with interference. The dashed curves show the contributions of the pomeron alone, the dotted curves, the pomeron plus interference, and the continuous curves, the total.
Energy dependence of diffraction; soft-hard interplay
The energy dependence of diffraction, measured by α I P (0) for fixed Q 2 , is shown in Fig. 3 . In photoproduction 11, 12 , the value of α I P (0) is consistent with the hadron−hadron case, as expected in view of the hadronic nature of real photons. In contrast, the measurements of α I P (0) for Q 2 = 0 are significantly higher 3,4,5 , indicating that naive Regge factorisation (3,4) is broken, since α I P (0) depends on Q 2 . In a QCD approach, where diffraction is attributed to parton exchange, a Q 2 dependence of α I P (0) is no surprise, since parton densities at low x rise faster at higher Q 2 , as measured by F 2 (see also Fig. 3 ). However, for a given Q 2 value, α I P (0) is lower in diffraction than for inclusive DIS. This "semi-hard" behaviour of diffraction can be most easily understood when the process is discussed in the proton rest frame b . In this frame, because of the large boost, the photon has time to fluctuate, far from the target, into definite hadronic states which interact diffractively with the proton: |γ = |qq + |qqg + ...
Two possible topologies can be contrasted: a. The photon fluctuates into a large k T , small transverse size dipole c , with transverse dimension r ⊥ ∝ 1/Q 2 . This large k T topology, which implies b It can be helpful when discussing diffraction to visualise the process either from the Breit frame, with emphasis on the pomeron partonic content (structure function approach), or from the proton rest frame, which insists on the hadronic fluctuations of the photon (dipole approach 13 ). These complementary pictures have of course to reconcile when physical measurements are discussed. c Forfluctuations, the dipole is formed by the two quarks; in the case of |qqg fluctuations, colour factor considerations favour the topology consisting of a (qq) pair opposed to the gluon.
hard scattering (as for F 2 ), is kinematically preferred. However, the small size of the colour dipole induces mutual screening: seen from the proton, the system appears as nearly colour neutral, and the interaction cross section is thus strongly reduced (this phenomenon is known as colour transparency). b. The photon fluctuates into a longitudinally asymmetric, small k T , large transverse size dipole ("aligned jet model"). As for hadron−hadron interactions, the cross section is large and, in the absence of a hard scale, the energy behaviour is soft, but photon fluctuations into this topology are kinematically disfavoured.
In contrast with the total cross section at high Q 2 , which exhibits a purely hard behaviour, inclusive diffraction is thus a semi-hard process, which includes both a hard component (small size dipoles, kinematically preferred but damped by colour transparency) and a soft component (large size dipoles, with large cross sections but small fluctuation probabilities).
The semi-hard nature of inclusive diffraction is confirmed by the measurement of the exponentially falling t distribution: dσ/dt ∝ exp(b · t). The ZEUS LPS measurement 9 is b = 6.8±0.9±11 GeV −2 , smaller than for soft processes (b ≃ 10 − 12 GeV −2 for ρ meson photoproduction 14,15 ) but larger than for a typical hard process (b ≃ 4 − 4.5 GeV −2 for J/ψ production 16,17 ).
Parton distributions; higher twists
In the Breit frame, the F
for a fixed value of x I P describes the partonic content of the exchange. As for F 2 , this structure function follows the DGLAP evolution equations, and a universal set of parton distributions can be extracted from scaling violations d . At a x I P value where the reggeon contribution is negligible compared to the pomeron, Fig. 4 (left) shows that scaling violations are positive even at large β, in contrast with hadron structure functions, which decrease for increasing Q 2 at large x. This suggests the presence of a large gluon component at large β in the pomeron, at variance with a very small gluon content at large x for hadrons.
Parton distributions in the pomeron, obtained from QCD fits, are shown in Fig. 4 (right) . Gluons carry some 80% of the pomeron momentum, and they dominate over quarks in the full β range e .
d It must be stressed that DIS factorisation applies for fixed x I P and for any mix of pomeron and reggeon in the exchange; Regge factorisation (3,4) does not have to hold. e The difference between the two acceptable fits ("flat" and "peaked" gluons in Fig. 4 right) affects mostly the region with β > 0.7, which is discarded from the fit because it is affected by large higher twist effects. A specific feature of diffraction is the presence at high β of a large higher twist component, which persists for large Q 2 values. Calculations in the proton rest frame, where the pomeron is modelled as a two gluon system 18 , indicate that three contributions dominate diffractive interactions: leading twistand qqg contributions from transverse photons, respectively in the intermediate β region and in the low β (large diffractive mass) region, and a higher twistcontribution from longitudinal photons, dominant at large β f . Within measurement precision, the inclusive data agree with these predictions 4 .
Hadronic final states
According to the DIS factorisation theorem 8 , parton distributions extracted from QCD fits to inclusive diffraction can be exported to hadronic final states in DIS g .
f A specific channel with a large longitudinal higher twist component is vector meson production -see section 6. g It is important to note that factorisation only applies for DIS processes, and is broken for hadron−hadron interactions and for resolved photon interactions. In these cases, reinteractions between the coloured remnants during the interaction time can fill the rapidity gap, and the diffractive cross section is significantly reduced, as observed in particular at the Tevatron, when parton densities obtained at HERA are compared to diffractive dijet, W or bottom production 19 . Semi-inclusive variables (energy flow, x F , transverse momentum of tracks, multiplicity distributions) present marked differences with non-diffractive interactions, but similarities to e + e − annihilation. These features are reasonably well described by Monte-Carlo simulations using parton distributions otained from inclusive diffraction 20,21 − see Fig. 5 .
Of particular interest is the measurement of diffractive dijet 22,23 and charm 24,25 production, since the implied boson gluon fusion process provides a direct probe of the gluon content of the pomeron.
A remarkable description of kinematical variables in diffractive dijet electroproduction 22 is achieved by a Monte-Carlo simulation which includes the H1 "flat" gluon distribution (see Fig. 6 left) . An interesting feature is the broad distribution of z I P , the pomeron momentum fraction carried by the two jets, and the absence of a peak for z I P ≃ 1. In a Breit frame picture, this indicates the presence of pomeron remnants, as expected for a gluon dominated pomeron (see Fig. 6 d) . In a proton rest frame approach, this diagram corresponds to |qqg states with a low p T gluon (Fig. 6 c) . In contrast, the contribution of large p T , small size |qq states (Figs. 6 a) is damped by colour transparency.
For charm production, in spite of very limited statistics, similar features are observed. 
Exclusive vector particle production
The exclusive production of vector mesons and photons provides a rich diffraction laboratory: detailed studies are performed for different values of the scales provided respectively by the mass of the constituent quarks, Q 2 and t. A striking effect is the hard energy dependence of J/ψ photoproduction 16, 17 (α I P (0) ∼ > 0.25), much stronger than for light vector meson photoproduction (see Fig. 8 left) . This is an effect of the large charm mass, which implies that the process takes place over short distances and probes directly the hard gluon content of the proton: σ(e p → e p J/ψ) ∝ |xG(x)| 2 . Similarly, the energy dependence of ρ and φ electroproduction 26,27,28 increases with Q 2 . It is remarkable that the cross sections for different vector mesons, which differ by large factors in photoproduction, are very similar, up to their quark content (SU(4) factors), once plotted as a function of Q 2 +M 2 V − see Fig. 8 right. This observation, in agreement with QCD expectations, confirms the role of the quark mass and of Q 2 as hard scales. J/ψ production is also characterised 16, 17 by a value of the exponential t slope ≃ 4 − 4.5 GeV −2 , much smaller than for light vector meson photoproduction. This is due to the small size of the J/ψ meson, the slope reflecting the transverse size of the interacting objects. A decrease of the slope is also observed for increasing Q 2 for ρ and φ mesons, with an indication of the universality of the slope as a function of Q 2 + M 2 V − see Fig. 9 left. The measurement of angular distributions for vector mesons provides information on the helicity structure of diffraction. In particular, the ratio R = σ L /σ T of the longitudinal to transverse cross sections for ρ electroproduction increases with Q 2 , as can be seen in Fig. 9 right. A small but significant violation of s-channel helicity conservation is observed 27, 30 , the dominant helicity flip amplitude being from a transverse photon to a longitudinal meson; this is in agreement with QCD expectations 31 . The cross section for deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS), where the virtual photon converts diffractively into a real photon as illustrated in Fig. 7 right a) , has also been measured and found in good agreement with QCD predictions 32 . This process allows the measurement in the proton of skewed parton distributions, i.e. generalised parton distributions including correlations between partons with different longitudinal momenta. This concept 33 is introduced to describe the longitudinal momentum transfer kinematically necessary for putting on mass shell the virtual photon or the vector meson. It is also important for the photoproduction of heavy vector mesons, in particular Υ 16, 34 . 
Conclusions
Numerous important results on diffraction have been obtained at HERA, which triggered new theoretical developments. However some measurements, important to test models and achieve a deeper QCD understanding of diffraction, are still missing, in particular measurements of the longitudinal cross section, of the dipole size in different processes (through measurements of the t slope) and of higher twist contributions. In addition, experimental uncertainties related to limited statistics in the presence of a hard scale (e.g. for charm production) and to the contamination of the elastic channel by proton dissociation background still affect the quality of the data.
Significant progress will be obtained from the large statistics accumulated recently and after the HERA luminosity upgrade. The installation by H1 of a very forward proton spectrometer 35 with full acceptance in t for x I P ≃ 0.01 will allow clean selections of diffractive processes in the presence of a hard scale, provide measurements of the t slopes for several processes, give information on the longitudinal cross section, and open a new field of research through the comparison of elastic and proton dissociation events.
